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Submitted in response to summons case 2012-13064,on September 24, 2012, by Anthony Miner O'Connell, Trustee
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Why does Judge Smith not recognize my responses to the Complaint?  Why is it OK?“1. The material facts set forth in the Complaint filed by Plaintiff in this action are deemed to be admitted by Defendant Anthony M. O'Connell pursuant to Va. Sup. Ct. Rule 1:4(e);- based on the failure of Defendant Anthony M. O'Connell to deny such facts in the responsive pleading filed by him, entitled "Response to Summons Served on September 8, 2012." . . . ENTERED this 25th day of January, 2013. (Seal of Chief Judge Dennis J. Smith).”
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The sixth paragraph of my letter of December 8, 1987, written the day after I was told of the intent to sell, says:
"I am disappointed that you apparently do not want me involved in this transaction. As near as I can determine, you are concerned that I will block the sale. Please tell me of you specific concerns and maybe we will all have a more pleasant and. successful experience."
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  Why not ask Edward White to take an accountable position;       (1)  Who did Edward White represent and when?      (2)  What is the name of the person who wrote the deed that Edward White sent Anthony O'Connell for signature?      (3)  Who named Edward White and someone I don't know as Trustees for the deed of trust?       (4)  Where does it say in the court records that Anthony O'Connell could not qualify as Trustee?       (5) Did Anthony O'Connell qualify or not qualify as trustee u/w of Anthony O'Connell?      (6) Why did Edward White not respond to Anthony O'Connell's letter of December 28, 1987, or his telephone calls, or not communicate at all until Edward White's letter of April 16, 1988, that said sign the deed and return it immediately by express mail? Why refuse to communicate  for  3 1/2 months and then instruct the POC for the Seller to sign and return it immediately by express mail?
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	1986.06.20 certificate, both trustees qualified
	1988.05.16  certificate, both trustees still qualified)
	Untitled
	Untitled
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	1988.04.21  deed



